THE HOMESCHOOL RESOURCE ROADMAP COMMON CORE PROJECT
EXPLICITLY ALIGNED
(changing and/or writing content for CCS/NGSS/C3)
These companies - listed in alphabetical order - have indicated that they have chosen to EXPLICITLY ALIGN
their materials with the CCS/NGSS/C3.
Some have made relatively small changes, and others have completely overhauled their products - or were
even initially created based on the initiative. However, in all cases, conscious content changes were made to
accommodate the CCS/NGSS/C3.
That said, it must be noted that the list simply indicates each company's position relative to the CCS/NGSS/C3.
The coordinator of the research project does not endorse or reprove the use of any of these products and
resources; it is up to each individual homeschool family to determine which materials - in any category - it
should use.
Similarly, though I endeavor to be as accurate as possible, it is incumbent upon each family to do its own
research because it's possible that the positions of some of these entities may change over time.

RESOURCE

NOTES

1.

1st Choice Homeschool Digital

1st Choice Homeschool Digital is a subsidiary of
Complete Curriculum, which was written
specifically for the CCS.

2.

102030Go!
RESOURCE

NOTES

3.

A+ Click

A+ Click “questions are based on the Common
Core Standards.”

4.

A+ Education Services

A+ Education Services is working to revise its
materials to align with the CCS. Its first aligned
materials will be available in Spring 2014.

5.

ABCmouse.com

ABCmouse.com has some aligned content now
and will be adding more over time.

6.

abcteach

7.

Acellus
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Acellus has “developed courses that align to
Common Core State Standards.” It “also offer[s]
a non-Common Core edition for most...courses.
Parents may select the version of the course that

is best suited to their educational goals.”
8.

Ace Reader (StepWare)

Ace Reader advertises its alignment with the
CCS.

9.

Achieve 3000
Empower 3000
eScience3000
KidBiz 3000
TeenBiz 3000
World of Biology

Achieve 3000 is endorsed by Bill Gates'
EdSurge website as aligned with the CCS.

10.

AC Math (Adaptive Curriculum)

AC Math is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

11.

AC Science (Adaptive Curriculum)

12.

AC Vbooks (Adaptive Curriculum)

13.

Adams Media (Simon & Schuster)

14.

Adapted Mind

15.

Addison Wesley (Pearson)

Addison Wesley is a Pearson imprint; Pearson is
a proponent of the CCS.

16.

AIMS Education Foundation

AIMS Education Foundation advertises its
alignment with the CCS.

17.

ALEKS

ALEKS has fully aligned versions of many of its
courses as well as “traditional” (non-aligned)
versions of some. ALEKS is endorsed by Bill
Gates' EdSurge website as aligned with the
CCS.

18.

Alexandria Plan, The

The Alexandria Plan – under the auspices of its
parent company, Common Core Inc. - received
grant money from the Gates Foundation for the
purpose of aligning.

19.

Alphabet Rockers

Alphabet Rockers “uses the current standards
each time [it releases] new products.”

20.

American Book Company

21.

American Education Publishers
(Carson-Dellosa)
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The content of most Adams Media books will not
be adjusted for the CCS. However, in 2015 the
company has published five books for parents
about CCS content: The Everything Parent’s
Guide to Common Core Math: Grades K-5, The
Everything Parent’s Guide to Common Core
Math: Grades 6-8, The Everything Parent’s
Guide to Common Core ELA: Grades K-5, The
Everything Parent’s Guide to Common Core
ELA: Grades 6-8, and The Everything Parent’s
Guide to Common Core Science: Grades 6-8.

American Education Publishers is simply in
imprint of Carson-Dellosa, which is aligned with
the CCS.

22.

American High School
(Coral Springs, Florida)

American High School – the one with a .net URL
and based in Coral Springs, Florida – advertises
that its “curriculum aligned to the National
Common Core Standards.”

23.

American High School
(Fort Lauderdale, Florida)

American High School – the one with a .org URL
and based in Fort Lauderdale, Florida –
advertises that its curriculum is aligned to the
CCS.

24.

AMSCO School Publications

To date, AMSCO has aligned its math, language
arts, and science, in line with the CCS and
NGSS documents. Other AMSCO curricular
areas (such as foreign language) are not aligned
(at this time) since official CCS documents do
not (yet) exist in other academic areas.

25.

Annenberg Learner

26.

Apex Learning

Apex is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge website
as aligned with the CCS.

27.

Aprende Hablando

As of Fall 2016, Aprende Hablando “[hasn't] yet
altered [its] materials in order to align with the
CCS/NGSS/C3. However, [its] purpose is to do
[that] in the near future.”

28.

AreYouGame.com
(formerly University Games)

29.

A to Z Teacher Stuff

30.

Avara Educational Quests

Avara advertises that its books and games are
aligned with the CCS.

31.

Azar Grammar (Pearson/Longman)

Azar Grammar is a Pearson product; Pearson is
a proponent of the CCS.
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32.

Bar Charts

Bar Charts has a series of Quick Study guides
that are aligned to the CCS.

33.

BBC Active English Language Learning BBC Active is a Pearson subsidiary; Pearson is a
(Pearson)
proponent of the CCS.

34.

BBC Active Languages (Pearson)

BBC Active is a Pearson subsidiary; Pearson is a
proponent of the CCS.

35.

BBC Active Video for Learning
(Pearson)

BBC Active is a Pearson subsidiary; Pearson is a
proponent of the CCS.

36.

Beast Academy

Bendon advertises its alignment with the CCS on
many of its book covers.

37.

Benchmark Education

Benchmark Education advertises its alignment
with the CCS and was given grant money from
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the Gates Foundation for the purpose of aligning.
38.

BetterLesson

Better Lesson is endorsed by Bill Gates'
EdSurge website as aligned with the CCS and
received grant money from the Gates
Foundation for the purpose of aligning.

39.

Bible Literacy Project

Bible Literacy Project “plans to develop a
correlation to the Common Core standards with
the release of The Bible and Its Influence, 3rd
edition, in a digital format. ...The textbook will
include some additional [CCS-aligned] content,
introduced either in the lesson itself or through
assignments, projects, or extension links.”

40.

Big History Project

Big History Project is endorsed by Bill Gates'
EdSurge website and advertises that it “is
designed from the ground up to hit CCSS and
key state standards.”

41.

Blackbird & Company Educational
Press

42.

BMI Educational Services, Inc.

43.

Bozeman Science

Bozeman Science advertises that it “has created
a series of videos on the Next Generation
Science Standards.”

44.

Brainingcamp

Brainingcamp is endorsed by Bill Gates'
EdSurge website as aligned with the CCS.

45.

Brain Child at Home

Brain Child at Home advertises that it is a
“Common Core Endorsing Partner” and that
“subscriptions include extra lessons that cover
the essential skills that your child must master to
handle...Common Core concepts.”

46.

Brain POP

Brain POP is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS and also shows
its alignment.

47.

BrainQuest (Workman Publishing)

Workman Publishing advertises that “all [its]
content aligns with national Common Core State
Standards.”

48.

Brainzy

Brainzy advertised in its Fall 2014 press release
that it “is aligned with the Common Core
Curriculum State Standards for early reading and
math.”

49.

Bright Education

Bright Education advertises its alignment with
the CCS.

50.

Brighter Child (Carson-Dellosa)

Brighter Child is a Carson-Dellosa brand;
Carson-Dellosa is aligned with the CCS. This is
a different entity than A Brighter Child, a
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supplier/distributor.
51.

Brownie Points

Brownie Points is endorsed by Bill Gates'
EdSurge website as aligned with the CCS and
advertises that it “is powered by rigorous
Common Core State Standards.”

52.

BuzzMath

BuzzMath is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

53.

BYU Independent Study

BYU Independent Study advertises its alignment
with the CCS (via a search for “common core” on
its site).

RESOURCE

NOTES

54.

Calculus-help.com

55.

California Weekly Explorer

56.

Calvert Education

According to an education counselor at Calvert,
the program is “written to national standards.” As
such, it has been and will continue to be revised
to align with the CCS. Small changes were made
to the language arts materials starting in 2013.
For math, Calvert offers one aligned program
and one non-aligned program. As of Spring
2013, no changes had yet been made to other
content areas since there were no official
common core standards for other subjects at that
time.

57.

Camp Invention

Camp Invention advertises that its programs
“align with Next Generation Science and
Common Core State Standards.”

58.

Capstone

Capstone includes nine distinct subsidiaries,
eight of which - Compass Point Books, Craft
Plus Writing, FactHound, Heinemann Raintree,
MyON, PebbleGo, Picture Window Books, and
Stone Arch Books – are explicitly aligned to the
CCS, and one of which – Maupin House – is
both correlated and explicitly aligned.

59.

Carmen SanDiego Adventures in Math Carmen SanDiego is “specifically aligned to the
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)
Mathematics Common Core State Standards for
grades four and five.”

60.

Carol's Affordable Curriculum

Carol's Affordable Curriculum advertises its
alignment with the CCS and states on its website
that, “we are now adding the Core Standards to
each project.”

61.

Carson-Dellosa
American Education Publishers

Carson-Dellosa has developed many CCSaligned products, which can be accessed by
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Frank Schaffer
Instructional Fair
School Specialty Publishing

doing a search for “common core” on its site.

62.

Catchup Math

63.

cFitness Academy (Carone Fitness)

64.

Championship Chess

65.

Childcraft (World Book)

Childcraft is a subsidiary of World Book, which
has aligned with the CCS.

66.

Christian Schools International

As of Fall 2016, CSI's newest science material is
already aligned with the NGSS. The organization
is also “hoping to have revised [editions] of [its]
science and Bible materials that align with the
NGSS and CCS available in [2018 or 2019].”

67.

CK-12.org

CK-12 is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

68.

Classroom Complete Press

69.

Clever Crazes for Kids

70.

Clever Factory, The

71.

CliffsNotes (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt) Houghton Mifflin Harcourt advertises that a
number of CliffsNotes guides are aligned to the
CCS.

72.

CNK Digital

CNK Digital (formerly known as Click N Kids)
advertises that its “programs are based upon
scientific research that meet or exceed all state
and federal standards and align with core
curriculums used in US schools.” Since 2013, it
has also partnered with Learning.com, which
“provides...
content,...tools and...services to...align
instruction to Common Core standards...”

73.

Code

Code advertises its alignment with the CCS.

74.

Common Core Sheets

75.

Compass Point Books (Capstone)

76.

Complete Curriculum, The

77.

Conceptua Fractions

Conceptua Fractions is endorsed by Bill Gates'
EdSurge website as aligned with the CCS.

78.

Concordia Language Villages

Concordia Language Villages is aligned with the
ACTFL World-Readiness Standards for Learning
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Catchup Math is endorsed by Bill Gates'
EdSurge website as aligned with the CCS and
also advertises its alignment.

The Clever Factory advertises its alignment with
the CCS.

Compass Point Books is an imprint of Capstone,
which advertises its alignment with the CCS.

Languages, which has chosen to incorporate
the CCS for English language arts into its foreign
language instruction practices.
79.

Connections Academy
(International Connections Academy)
(Pearson)

Connections Academy is a Pearson subsidiary;
Pearson is a major proponent of the CCS.

80.

Constitutional Rights Foundation

All new materials produced by the Constitutional
Rights Foundation will be aligned as they are
written. Existing material will be “retrofitted” to
align.

81.

Continental Press

82.

Core Curriculum of America

83.

Core Knowledge Curriculum

Based on interviews with students and parents,
Core Curriculum of America tailors curriculum
packages to meet the needs of individual
students. It is possible to acquire completely
unaligned packages, as the company offers
products from quite a few unaligned publishers.
However, the company also utilizes products
from many aligned entities (i.e., imprints of
Pearson, McGraw-Hill, Harcourt Houghton
Mifflin, etc.). Additionally, the company promotes
packages that are explicitly aligned with the
CCS.Thus, a parent considering Core
Curriculum of America and wanting only
unaligned material will have to specifically
request it and will likely have to personally
research the alignment status of anything the
company suggests before making a final
decision.

84.

CPO Science
(School Specialty Publishing)

CPO Science is a School Specialty Publishing
product line. School Specialty is aligned with the
CCS.

85.

Craft Plus Writing (Capstone)

Craft Plus Writing is an imprint of Capstone,
which advertises its alignment with the CCS.

86.

Crash Course

In September 2016, Crash Course began
advertising that it has “begun to develop an
expanded curriculum grounded in AP guidelines
and Common Core State Standards.”

87.

Crash Course Kids

Crash Course Kids advertises – on its home
page – that the “5th grade NGSS
standards...support each episode.”

88.

Crazy 8s Math Club (Bedtime Math)

Crazy 8s advertises that its “activities do align
with the Common Core State Standards.”

89.

Create Better Writers

Though the homeschool edition (Standards
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(public school materials)

Based Grammar) of Create Better Writers will
remain independent of the CCS, the company is
currently working to create explicitly aligned
public school materials (to be called Common
Core Based Grammar).

90.

Creative Mathematics

Creative Mathematics advertises that its
“workshops and materials align with all State,
Common Core and Provincial Standards.”

91.

Creative Teaching Press

92.

Critical Language Service

Critical Language Service supports the CCS and
is in the process of “[creating] additional learning
activities...to reflect the spirit of Common Core.”
Its language courses are also benchmarked to
ACTFL, which has chosen to incorporate the CCS for
English language arts into its foreign language
instruction practices.

93.

Cultured Owl

Cultured Owl advertises that its “products are
developed based on the National Council for the
Social Studies' (NCSS) National Curriculum
Standards for Social Studies: A Framework for
Teaching, Learning, and Assessment.” The
NCSS is another name for C3, the CCS for
“social studies.”

94.

Cupcake Digital

Cupcake Digital advertises its alignment with the
CCS.

RESOURCE

NOTES

95.

Dawn Sign Press

Dawn Sign Press is aligned with ACTFL, which
has chosen to incorporate the CCS for English
language arts into its foreign language
instruction practices.

96.

Destination Imagination

Destination Imagination advertises its alignment
with the CCS. It is also sponsored by Pearson, a
proponent of the CCS.

97.

DimensionU

DimensionU is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

98.

Discovering Geometry (Michael Serra) The 5th Edition of Michael Serra's Discovering
Geometry is aligned with the CCS, but previous
editions of that book will not be changed.

99.

Discovery Education

Discovery Education advertises its alignment
with the CCS and NGSS.

100.

DoDEA Virtual High School
(Department of Defense Education
Activity)

The DoDEA advertises that its courses are
aligned with the CCS and that DoDEA Virtual
High School classes “adhere to the same
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RESOURCE

NOTES
standards as the traditional DoDEA curriculum.”

101.

DOGO News

102.

Don Johnston

103.

Dreambox Learning

104.

Dynamo Maths
RESOURCE

DOGO News advertises that it is “the leading
source for current events, news and non-fictional
content for Common Core ELA, Science and
Social Studies.”
Dreambox Learning is endorsed by Bill Gates'
EdSurge website as aligned with the CCS.

NOTES

105.

Easy Essay

106.

ECS Learning Systems

107.

eCYBERMISSION

108.

Edgenuity

Edgenuity – which, though mainly used for
distance learning programs associated with
public schools, is available to homeschoolers via
private-pay (by contacting the company and
asking - as of Summer 2016 - for Shannon
Alves) - advertises its alignment with the CCS.

109.

EdHelper

EdHelper only communicates with paid members
so I was not able to send an official query. One
associate of mine who was an EdHelper member
did send a query in my stead, but never received
a reply. However, the publishers replied to an
informal query by another of my associates who
was also an EdHelper member, saying, “Rest
assured, our writers are actively working to
include more Common Core aligned materials.”
In addition, an internet advertisement for the
CCS on EdHelper leads to the linked page,
which contains dozens of resources.

110.

edmentum
EdOptions Academy
Plato Courseware
Reading Eggs
Reading Eggspress
Study Island

edmentum advertises that its various “learning
solutions: are aligned to the CCS.

111.

EdOptions Academy (edmentum)

EdOptions advertises its alignment with the
CCS.

112.

EdTechLens

EdTechLens advertises its alignment with the
Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS).
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113.

Educational Insights

114.

Education Galaxy

Education Galaxy advertises that it was “built
specifically to Common Core State Standards.”

115.

Education Portal

Education Portal advertises its alignment with
the CCS.

116.

Education World

Education World has a wide range of materials
from which users may pick and choose. Though
the site will not alter any current content to align
with the CCS, it may produce aligned content in
the future.

117.

Edupress

118.

Eduss Homeschool

119.

edX

120.

EGUMPP

121.

eLearningk12

eLearningk12 uses Compass Learning, which is
aligned, as its base. The eLearningk12 program
allows parents to customize which lessons
children do, but all the lessons are aligned.

122.

Elementary Solutions

Elementary Solutions advertises its alignment
with the CCS.

123.

Elf on the Shelf, The

124.

Elmer's

Elmer's, the producer of school glue and other
craft products, also offers lesson plans in a wide
variety of content areas and has aligned those
plans with the CCS.

125.

EmbarK12

EmbarK12 is the preschool program developed
by K12. It advertises its alignment with the CCS.

126.

EMC Publishing

127.

Engineering for Kids

128.

Englishlinx.com
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The edX Algebra and Geometry courses – and
possibly some others – are aligned to the CCS.
But in general edX courses are primarily
designed for adult learners and, thus, are not
directly connected to the CCS. That said,
because edX simply curates courses from
dozens of disparate providers, we highly
recommend that those considering an edX
course contact the particular course provider to
ascertain its definitive stance on the CCS.

The creator of Englishlinx.com is in favor of the
CCS, but has both worksheets independent of
and worksheets aligned to the initiative. The two
entities are mutually exclusive and are clearly
labeled on the site.

129.

enVisionMATH (Pearson)

enVisionMATH is a Pearson product; Pearson is
a proponent of the CCS.

130.

ePals

ePals is a “global community” that sponsors the
aligned in2books program. ePals also partners
with the aligned International Baccalaureate
program and National Geographic, as well as Bill
Gates' Microsoft.

131.

Essential Learning Products (ELP)

132.

ETA hand2mind

ETA hand2mind advertises its alignment with the
CCS.

133.

Eureka Math (Great Minds)

Eureka Math – under the auspices of its parent
company, Common Core Inc. - received grant
money from the Gates Foundation for the
purpose of aligning.

134.

Evan-Moor

135.

Everyday Mathematics, 3rd Edition
(McGraw-Hill)

The 3rd Edition of Everyday Mathematics is
aligned to the CCS. For previous editions, the
publishers have created documents to show
correlations.

136.

everything.com (FW Media)

The content of most everything.com books will
not be adjusted for the CCS. However, in 2015
the company has published five books for
parents about CCS content: The Everything
Parent’s Guide to Common Core Math: Grades
K-5, The Everything Parent’s Guide to Common
Core Math: Grades 6-8, The Everything Parent’s
Guide to Common Core ELA: Grades K-5, The
Everything Parent’s Guide to Common Core
ELA: Grades 6-8, and The Everything Parent’s
Guide to Common Core Science: Grades 6-8.

137.

Excel Math

138.

ExploreLearning Gizmos

139.

EZ-Robot

140.

eztales.com

ExploreLearning Gizmos is endorsed by Bill
Gates' EdSurge website as aligned with the
CCS.
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141.

Facing History and Ourselves

Facing History and Ourselves was given grant
money from the Gates Foundation for the
purpose of aligning.

142.

FactHound (Capstone)

FactHound is a Capstone product; Capstone
advertises its alignment with the CCS.
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143.

Fact Monster (Pearson)

Fact Monster is a Pearson product; Pearson is a
proponent of the CCS.

144.

Faith Academy Online

Faith Academy Online offers two versions of
each of its courses, one that is aligned with the
CCS and another that is independent of it.

145.

Federal Registry for Educational
Excellence (FREE)

FREE advertises its alignment with the CCS.

146.

Filament Games

Filament Games was given grant money from
the Gates Foundation for the purpose of aligning.

147.

First In Math

First In Math is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

148.

FirstStepReading

149.

Flink Learning

Flink Learning advertises its alignment with the
CCS.

150.

FLVS Global School

FLVS advertises that it is “committed to meeting
the...CCSS.”

151.

Forest Trail Academy

152.

Footsteps2Brilliance

Footsteps2Brilliance is endorsed by Bill Gates'
EdSurge website as aligned with the CCS.

153.

Fraction Planet

Fraction Planet is endorsed by Bill Gates'
EdSurge website as aligned with the CCS.

154.

Frank Schaffer (Carson-Dellosa)

Frank Schaffer is is simply in imprint of CarsonDellosa, which is aligned with the CCS.

155.

FreeReading (Amplify)

FreeReading was created and is operated by
Wireless Generation/Amplify. Amplify is aligned
with the CCS.

156.

FreeTypingGame.net

157.

FreeWorldU

Though much of the FreeWorldU content will not
have any CCS-related changes, the program
intends to make “modest additions” of CCSspecific content for the purpose of aiding
students in CCS-aligned school programs.
Despite repeated attempts to seek clarification,
FreeWorldU did not answer my queries asking
whether or not the CCS-aligned material will be
clearly labeled as such.

158.

Frogouts

Each Frogouts “topic is presented in an
approach that integrates inquiry as well as
National Science and Technology Standards and
where appropriate NGSS.”

159.

Froobles, The (Top That Publishing)

160.

Fuel Education (K12)
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Fuel Education, which is available to

homeschoolers via The Keystone School,
advertises its alignment with the CCS.
161.

FunBrain (Pearson)

The FunBrain website has no discernible method
by which to send a query, so I had to rely on
information I could deduce from the site itself.
Thus, I have chosen to classify the site as
aligned for two reasons: 1. It is produced by
Pearson, a proponent of the CCS; 2. The
FunBrain Standards Finder links to McREL
standards, which are aligned, at least in part, to
the CCS. I do not prefer to use such
circumstantial evidence, but this is the most
accurate listing I can provide unless/until I
discover a way to contact FunBrain directly.

162.

Fundanoodle

163.

Futuristic Math

Futuristic Math is a subsidiary of MathFox and
KidsMathTV, both of which are aligned with the
CCS.

RESOURCE
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164.

Gallopade International

165.

Gamequarium

166.

Gareth Stevens Publishing

167.

Garlic Press

The Garlic Press Explore the Core Math Series
and Summer Activities for Fall Readiness books
are explicitly aligned to the CCS, and some titles
in its Discovering Literature Series: Challenging
Level are correlated. Other current Garlic Press
products are independent of the CCS, but the
company has said it will likely correlate or align
future products.

168.

Geometer's Sketchpad (McGraw-Hill)

McGraw-Hill's Key Curriculum Geometer's
Sketchpad is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

169.

GiftedandTalented.com
(formerly the Stanford University
Education Program for Gifted Youth EPGY)

170.

Glencoe (McGraw-Hill)

171.

Global Rigorous Affordable Catholic
Education (GRACE)
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Gamequarium does not produce its own content.
Rather, it serves to aggregate links to a wide
variety of other educational websites, the CCS
status of each must be individually determined.

GRACE utilizes Edgenuity, which is aligned, as
its curriculum provider.

172.

Global Student Network

Global Student Network has at least two lines of
unaligned materials (GlobalWare and Ignitia) and
at least three lines of aligned materials
(Compass Learning, Gradpoint, and
OdysseyWare ). The company said, "We believe
that one of the reasons families homeschool is to
be able to decide for themselves what is the best
educational path for their children. For this
reason, we [have] many options available to
assist all homeschool families on their
educational journey." It also operates essentially
the same programming under another name:
International Virtual Learning Academy.

173.

Globe Fearon (Pearson)

Globe Fearon is a Pearson imprint; Pearson is a
proponent of the CCS.

174.

Gloria Jepsen

Gloria Jepsen “[doesn't] specify the common
core postings on every listing, however the
concepts [in all her materials] are 'core.'”

175.

Go Math! (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)

Go Math! advertises its alignment with the CCS.

176.

Good Year Books

Titles published by Good Year Books prior to the
development of the CCS (i.e., before 2010) have
been correlated to the standards. Future
publications will be written to the standards (i.e.,
explicitly aligned).

177.

Gooru

Gooru is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

178.

GPA Learn

GPA Learn advertises its alignment with the
CCS.

179.

Grammar Punk

180.

Great Books Foundation, The

181.

Great Commission Languages
The Easy Spanish
The Easy French

182.

Great Source Education Group, Inc.

Great Source Education Group, Inc. “operates as
a subsidiary of Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Publishing Company” (HMH), and a link to its site
(www.greatsource.com) redirects to HMH. Thus,
Great Source Education Group's status in
regards to CCS/NGSS/C3 is obviously the same
as that of HMH.

183.

Groovy Lab in a Box

Groovy Lab in a Box advertises its alignment
with the Next Generation Science Standards.

184.

GROW Publications

185.

GrowNextGen
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GrowNextGen has “designed [its] materials to

incorporate the NextGen Science standards, and
those standards are denoted within each unit of
curriculum.”
186.

Gryphon House
RESOURCE
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187.

Hands On Equations

At this point, Hands On Equations has only
explicitly altered the content of its full-day
workshops, not its actual materials. However, it
has aligned those workshops to the CCS and is
willing to align other materials in the future if it
believes such changes will "provide the strongest
possible program" for students.

188.

Happy Scientist, The

189.

Harcourt (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)

Harcourt is a subsidiary of Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt.

190.

HarperCollins Children's

HarperCollins Children's employs “freelance
educators from across the country to create [its]
teaching guides, author studies, and other
activities to help teachers and parents use [its]
trade books with children. [The] freelancers have
recently been adding Common Core strands to
the questions and activities included in the
materials.” Thus, though the literature itself has
not been altered, teaching resources that
accompany the books are aligned.

191.

Have Fun Teaching

192.

Headsprout

193.

Head Start

194.

Heidi Songs

Heidi Songs “products were developed to
specifically target and exceed [the common core]
standards.”

195.

Heifer International

Heifer International advertises that its lesson
plans are aligned with the CCS.

196.

Heimlich Heroes

197.

Heinemann Raintree (Capstone)

Heinemann Raintree is an imprint of Capstone,
which advertises its alignment with the CCS.

198.

Help Teaching

Help Teaching advertises its alignment with the
CCS.

199.

H.I.P. Pocket Change

H.I.P. Pocket Change links to CCS-aligned
lesson plans.

200.

Holt McDougal

Holt McDougal is a subsidiary of Houghton Mifflin
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(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)

Harcourt.

201.

Holt, Rinehart and Winston
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)

Holt, Rinehart and Winston is a subsidiary of
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt.

202.

Homeschool Learning Network (HLN)

HLN has correlated all of its material with the
CCS and has also added content where
necessary to all areas except math in order to
explicitly align with the CCS. For math, it
contracts with an another vendor to provide
supplements to its main curriculum so the math
can also be aligned.

203.

Homeschool Spanish Curriculum

Homeschool Spanish Curriculum “is based on
ACTFL worldwide readiness standards,” and
ACTFL has chosen to incorporate the CCS for
English language arts into its foreign language
instruction practices.

204.

Hot Peas 'n Butter

Hot Peas 'n Butter is in the process of updating
its study guide to align with the CCS.

205.

Hooda Math

206.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Carmen San Diego Adventures in
Math
CliffsNotes
Go Math!
Harcourt
Holt McDougal
Holt, Rinehart and Winston
Learning Company, The
Math in Focus
McDougal Littell
On Core Math
Science Fusion
Steck-Vaughn
Write Source

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HMH) advocates for
the CCS and advertises its alignment with the
standards. Only a few HMH products - the 2009
version of Math in Focus, Avancemos!, Bien dit!,
and Head for Home – are independent of the
CCS. Other than that, HMH representatives have
explained that the rest of its materials (or those
of its subsidiaries) published/produced in 2010 or
later are aligned.

Human Body Detectives

Human Body Detectives advertises that both its
elementary- and secondary-level curricula are
aligned with the CCS.

RESOURCE

NOTES

208.

I CAN Learn Online

I CAN Learn is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

209.

iCivics

iCivics was given grant money from the Gates
Foundation for the purpose of aligning.

210.

iCreate to Educate

iCreate is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge

207.
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Note that, though Saxon products are distributed
by HMH, we list them separately for clarity's
sake.

(formerly SAM Animation)

website as aligned with the CCS.

211.

iLearn

iLearn advertises that it was “specifically built to
align with the Common Core State Standards.”

212.

Illinois Online High School
(The Homeschool Federation)

Illinios Online High School is affiliated with The
Homeschool Federation, which is explicitly
aligned with the CCS.

213.

in2books

214.

Incentives Publications by WORLD
Book

215.

Indiana University High School

Though it currently maintains a number of nonaligned courses and will keep them for the time
being (as the state of Indiana determines its
ultimate position on the CCS), Indiana University
High School has developed CCS-aligned
language arts courses and is considering the
creation of aligned science courses. It also offers
several AP courses. And, though not directly
covered by the CCS because they are the
equivalent of freshmen-level college courses, it's
worth noting that all AP classes must be
approved by the College Board and that the
College Board is in the process of changing AP
courses and tests to “reconcile” AP with the
CCS. In order to maintain College Board
approval, the program's AP classes will have to
make related changes as well.

216.

Infobase

All Infobase materials support the CCS. Its
ebooks, streaming, and some of its databases
are actively aligned with the inititative.

217.

Information Please (infoplease)
(Pearson)

Information Please is a Pearson product;
Pearson is a proponent of the CCS.

218.

Insect Lore

Though the bug kits and other physical
equipment that Insect Lore sells are obviously
unchanged, the curriculum guides (created in
January 2013) were designed around the CCS.

219.

InspirEd Educators

220.

Instructional Fair (Carson-Dellosa)

Instructional Fair is simply in imprint of CarsonDellosa, which is aligned with the CCS.

221.

International Connections Academy
(Pearson)

Connections Academy is a Pearson subsidiary;
Pearson is a major proponent of the CCS.
Additionally, it advertises its alignment with the
CCS.

222.

International Virtual Learning Academy International Virtual Learning Academy is
operated by the same company that owns Global
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Student Network (GSN) and offers programming
that is essentially idential to that which is offered
by GSN, some of which is aligned to the
CCS/NGSS/C3 and some of which is not. See
the note for Global Student Network for more
information.
223.

Internet4Classrooms

224.

IntoScience

IntoScience is “currently developing the product
for the Australian national curriculum. In the
future, [it] will be looking to align [its] activities
with the CCS/NextGen standards and will be
making alterations to existing activities to do so.”

225.

Into the Book

Though current materials are not aligned, Into
the Book will align new materials. The company
has always looked to prevailing education
standards when developing its products.

226.

IXL

IXL is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge website
as aligned with the CCS.

RESOURCE

NOTES

227.

James Madison High School

James Madison High School advertises that its
“comprehensive curriculum is aligned to
Common Core State Standards for English and
Math courses.”

228.

Jamestown Education (McGraw-Hill)

Jamestown Education is a Glencoe imprint, and
Glencoe is a McGraw-Hill line.

229.

J and J Math and More

230.

Jarrett Publishing

231.

JASON Project, The

232.

Jossey-Bass (Wiley)

233.

JUMP Math
(U.S. Edition)

A new U.S. Edition of JUMP Math is fully aligned
with the CCS and was given grant money from
the Gates Foundation for the purpose of aligning.
The original 2009 Canadianversion of the
program has not been altered for the CCS, but it
has been correlated. The company will maintain
the original version while also promoting the
aligned version.

234.

Jump Start (Knowledge Adventure)
(curriculum only)

The Jump Start curriculum (available for
download and on disc) is CCS-aligned, though
the Jump Start gaming site is not.
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The JASON Project is endorsed by Bill Gates'
EdSurge website as aligned with the CCS.
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235.

K5 Learning

236.

K-5 Math Teaching Resources

237.

K12

238.

Kaplan K12 Learning Services

239.

KBears (KB Teachers)

240.

KB Teachers (KBears)

241.

Keystone School, The

As noted on an email advertisement for the
program, “The Keystone School is a division of
K¹² Inc.” K12 is explicitly aligned with the CCS.

242.

Khan Academy

Khan Academy has been queried multiple times
in an attempt to discover whether its use of the
word “mapped” means that it is actually aligned
to the CCS or is, alternately, merely correlated.
Since I have not received a clear response, I
cannot say with 100% certainty which position
the site actually takes, but I do know that Khan
Academy received grant money from the Gates
Foundation for the explicit purpose of aligning
with the CCS and now advertises that it has
created aligned activities.

243.

Kidaptive

244.

Kids Can Press

245.

Kids Know It Network

246.

Kids Math TV

Kids Math TV advertises its alignment with the
CCS.

247.

Kids Numbers

Kids Numbers is a Kids Know It Network
subsidiary.

248.

Kidspiration

Kidspiration advertises its alignment with the
CCS.

249.

KidsSpell (Kids Know It Network)

KidsSpell is a subsidiary of the Kids Know It
Network, with is aligned with the CCS.

250.

Kimbo Educational

251.

Kindermusik

252.

Kindle FreeTime

253.

Kinetic Books (Perfection Learning)

254.

kiupe
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Kaplan is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

Kindle FreeTime advertises its alignment with
the CCS.
kiupe's current educational apps - Multiplications
with Math Mathews and Mental Math with Math
Mathews – are not aligned with the CCS and will

not be changed to align. If the company
develops new apps, though, they will written to
align.
255.

Klutz (Scholastic)

256.

Ko's Journey

257.

Kurio

According to PRNewswire, Kurio comes with “30
plus preloaded apps [which were] developed
based on the United States Common Core State
Standards...”

RESOURCE

NOTES

258.

Landoll Publishing

Landoll Publishing advertises its alignment with
the CCS.

259.

Language for Little Learners

Language for Little Learners is owned and
operated by Mixminder. Mixminder is aligned
with the CCS.

260.

LearnBop

LearnBop advertises that it is “100% aligned to
the Common Core and multiple state standards.”

261.

Learnetic (Carolina Science Online)

262.

Learnhive

263.

Learning A-Z
File Folder Fun
Headsprout
Learning Page
Raz-Kids
Reading A-Z
Reading Tutors
Science A-Z
Vocabulary A-Z
Writing A-Z

264.

Learning Company, The
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)

265.

Learning for Life

266.

Learning Links

267.

Learning Matters

268.

Learning Network, The

269.

Learning Spot Library (Carson-Dellosa) Learning Spot Library, a Carson-Dellosa
subsidiary, advertises its alignment with the
CCS.
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Klutz is a subsidiary of Scholastic; Scholastic is a
proponent of the CCS.

Learnhive is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

The Learning Company is a subsidiary of
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt.

Learning Matters was given grant money from
the Gates Foundation for the purpose of aligning.

270.

Learning Today

Learning Today is affiliated with SmartTutor and
K5 Learning.

271.

Learn with Homer

Learn with Homer was “built on the Common
Core.”

272.

LearnZillion

LearnZillion advertises that its “the entire
curriculum is 100 percent aligned to the
Common Core State Standards (CCSS).”

273.

LEGO Education

LEGO Education advertises that some of its
products have been specifically “designed to
address Common Core Standards.” Other
products have been correlated.

274.

Lerner Publishing Group

Lerner advertises its alignment with the CCS.

275.

Lesson Planet

276.

Letters about Literature

Letters about Literature advertises its alignment
with the CCS.

277.

Let's Go Learn

Let's Go Learn, which advertises that its
materials are aligned with the CCS, also offers
reading and math assessments which are listed
separately on the Standardized Tests list.

278.

Lexia Reading
(Rosetta Stone Reading for
Homeschool)

Lexia Reading is endorsed by Bill Gates' Ed
Surge website as aligned with the CCS and
advertises its alignment with the CCS.

279.

Lexile (MetaMetrics)

Lexile is an “endorsing partner” of the CCS and –
through its parent company, MetaMetrics – was
given grant money from the Gates Foundation
for the purpose of aligning. In this case, that
means that the Lexile system for measuring text
complexity is the tool being used by the CCS for
assessing the “level” of CCS-utilized reading
resources.

280.

Lincoln Interactive

Beginning in Fall 2015, Lincoln Interactive
advertises that “all [its language arts and math]
content is aligned to the Common Core
standards.”

281.

Little Lincoln (Lincoln Interactive)

Beginning in Fall 2015, Little Lincoln advertises
that “all [its language arts and math] content is
aligned to the Common Core standards.”

282.

LitCharts

283.

Longman (Pearson)

284.

Lorenz Educational Press

285.

Loyola Press
Voyages in English, etc.
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Longman is a Pearson product line; Pearson is a
proponent of the CCS.

286.

Luxvera (Regent University)

Luxvera “has a desire to align” and is “moving in
that direction.” The program will have more
information on its alignment strategy by Fall
2014.

287.

Lyrics2Learn

Lyrics2Learn advertises that it is “aligned with
the Common Core Depth of Knowledge levels.”

RESOURCE

NOTES

288.

Macaroni and Cheese Anthology

The author of the Macaroni and Cheese
Anthology “inform[s] educators and parents of
the alignment [of previously-developed material]
with [common core]” and “always [has common
core] in mind when developing new material,
workshops, etc.”

289.

Macmillan (McGraw-Hill)

Macmillan is a subsidiary of McGraw-Hill and
advertises its alignment with the CCS.

290.

Mad Science

291.

Mailbox, The

292.

Mangahigh

Mangahigh is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

293.

Mango Math Group

The Mango Math Group website says the
materials were developed “based on the
Common Core.” It should also be noted that this
company is a completely different entity than
Mango Languages, whose homeschool product
is on the Independent list.

294.

Mark Twain Media Publishing
(Carson-Dellosa)

Mark Twain Media Publishing is a CarsonDellosa brand; Carson-Dellosa is aligned with
the CCS.

295.

Master Innovations

296.

MasterMath

MasterMath is modeled after the Florida
curriculum. Florida standards are currently
partially aligned with the CCS; thus, MasterMath
is also partially aligned. After Florida's
implementation of the CCS is complete in 2014,
the publisher of MasterMath may make further
adjustments to the program.

297.

Math4Children+

Math4Children+ advertises that it “is loaded with
math activities for children from Pre- K up to 7th
grade aligned to Common Core State
Standards.”

298.

Math-Aids.com

Currently, all content on Math-Aids.com is
independent of the CCS. The site author is in the
process of creating a separate section of aligned
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material. The CCS section will be clearly labeled
as such when it is added.
299.

Mathalicious

Mathalicious is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

300.

Math Celebrity

Math Celebrity offers its program users a choice
between calculators independent of the CCS and
those aligned with the initiative. Both are
available according to users' preferences.

301.

MathCloud

MathCloud advertises that it is “designed to meet
all common core standards.”

302.

Math Drawings

303.

MathFox

304.

Math Game Time

305.

Math Geek Mama

Math Geek Mama has “not gone back to
previous materials to alter things specifically for
Common Core, but [does] sometimes write
lessons to align with those standards.” And
”sometimes [she]will point out which standards
apply to the materials [her] because it is helpful
for teachers.”

306.

Math in Focus (Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt)

The current (2013) edition of Math in Focus
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt) is aligned with the
CCS.

307.

Math Learning Center, The

The Math Learning Center advertises that is has
been “rebuilt from the ground up to fully address
Common Core State Standards.”

308.

Mathletics

Mathletics is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

309.

Math Mammoth
The current edition of the Light Blue Series
(only Light Blue Series, current edition) of Math Mammoth is aligned. The Golden Series
may eventually be aligned, but the publisher
does not have immediate plans to begin working
on that at this time. Other Math Mammoth
products are not aligned.

310.

Mathnasium

311.

Math Perspectives

312.

Math Playground

313.

Mathseeds

Mathseeds advertises that it was “written for the
Common Core Standards.”

314.

MathSteps

MathSteps is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.
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MathFox advertises that its activities are “aligned
to common core state standards.”

315.

Math Trailblazers (Kendall Hunt)

316.

MathTutorDVD

MathTutorDVD's Mastering 5th Grade Math
series “specifically aligns with Common Core
standards.” The company is “still evaluating
whether or not [it] will release subsequent sets of
full grade level math curricula (probably 4th and
6th grade), or whether or not it will include
Common Core.” There are no current plans to
align or correlate other MathTutorDVD courses
to the CCS.

317.

Math-U-See
(Elementary Level)

Math-U-See's secondary materials – from PreAlgebra through Calculus (with most recent
editions from 2009 and 2010) – remain
independent of the CCS as of Spring 2017.
However, it has added CCS-aligned pages
(beginning with its 2013 editions) to every lesson
in all of its elementary books from Primer
through Zeta, and it does not offer versions of its
aligned texts without the CCS pages. It also
advertises its direct correlations with the CCS at
the elementary level; partners with
eLearningk12, which utilizes only resources from
CCS-aligned companies; and announced via
email in March 2013 that its “2013 editions
of Primer-Zeta ensure that all of the concepts
and procedures outlined in the Common Core
Standards for Mathematical Content for grades
K-6 is fully articulated. Although our materials are
structured for skill mastery and are not divided
by grade level, we have also followed, where
possible, the grade level sequence within the
Content Standards. As additional materials from
the CCSS Initiative are released, such as
the publisher’s criteria, we are also endeavoring
to pass on the intent of the standards by
focusing on those concepts and procedures that
the Initiative describes as essential and by
placing less emphasis on those that the Initiative
considers to be of lesser importance.”

318.

Math-Whizz

319.

Math Worksheet Land

Math Worksheet Land advertises that “all of [its]
work is aligned to the core math curriculum.”

320.

Matific

Matific advertises its alignment with the CCS on
its By Curriculum pages, and its content is
mapped to CCS-aligned textbooks.

321.

Maupin House (Capstone)

Maupin House is a Capstone subsidiary and
sells a variety of correlated and explicitly aligned
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resources.
322.

Mavis Beacon Typing (Mac)

323.

Mayer-Johnson

324.

McDougal Littell
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)

McDougal Littell is a subsidiary of Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt.

325.

McGraw-Hill
Everyday Mathematics
Geometer's Sketchpad
Glencoe
Jamestown Education
Macmillan
SRA

McGraw-Hill advertises its alignment with the
CCS.

326.

Miamiopia (Kids Know It Network)

Miamiopia is a subsidiary of Kids Know It
Network, which is aligned with the CCS.

327.

Michael Serra

The 5th Edition of Michael Serra's Discovering
Geometry is aligned with the CCS, but previous
editions of that book will not be changed. His
other books will not be revised for the CCS, but
Mr. Serra does note how his books correlate to
the CCS.

328.

Middlebury Interactive

Middlebury Interactive is aligned with ACTFL,
which has chosen to incorporate the CCS for
English language arts into its foreign language
instruction practices.

329.

MidSchoolMath

MidSchoolMath advertises that it “features every
Common Core standard from 5th through 8th
grade.”

330.

Milestone Documents

Milestone Documents has written its quizzes to
align with the CCS.

331.

Milliken Publishing

332.

MindUP (Hawn Foundation)

333.

MissionUS

334.

Mixminder

335.

Moby Max

336.

Modern Curriculum Press (MCP)
(Pearson)
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According to its distributor, Learning Services,
the Mac version of Mavis Beacon (owned by
Mackiev) is aligned to the CCS. The Windows
version of the program (owned by HoughtonMifflin Harcourt) is not aligned.

MindUP advertises that its “lessons align with all
state standards including Common Core.” It is
also associated with Scholastic, which is also
aligned with the CCS.

MCP is a Pearson imprint; Pearson is a
proponent of the CCS.

337.

Motion Math

338.

Move 'n Groove Kids

339.

Moving Beyond the Page

340.

Moving with Math

341.

Mr. McWiz Science

342.

Mr. Nussbaum!

343.

Mrs Ds Corner

Mrs Ds Corner sells several hundred products,
most of which are not labeled for common core.
However, several items are tagged as aligning
with the CCS.

344.

Multiplication.com

Multiplication.com is “working to develop
resources for ALL of the common core standards
dealing with multiplication.”

345.

My MESSIAH Publishing House

346.

myON (Capstone)

myON is an imprint of Capstone, which
advertises its alignment with the CCS.

RESOURCE
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347.

nabi

nabi comes with pre-loaded CCS-aligned apps.

348.

National Geographic

349.

National Geographic Bee

350.

National University Virtual High School National University Virtual High School
advertises that “many courses have been
revised to meet new Common Core standards .”

351.

Natural Inquirer
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Motion Math is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS and was given
grant money from the Gates Foundation for the
purpose of aligning.

“Though [Mr. McWiz Science has] not [yet]
altered any materials, [it] align[s] many of [its]
experiments with...those standards. ...[And it
has] future plans to align [its] video presentations
even more with as many science standards as
possible... [It] will [also] advertise on the website
what standards are addressed and those
standards will probably be sent with the
purchase of each video.”

The National Geographic Bee is aligned to the
National Geography Standards, which have
been purposely aligned with the English
Language Arts CCS.

Natural Inquirer advertises that its “journals are
aligned to National Science Education
Standards, National Council for the Social
Studies standards, Next Generation Science
Standards, and Common Core State Standards.”
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352.

Nearpod

Nearpod is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

353.

Nelson Academy of Agricultural
Sciences Online

The Nelson Academy of Agricultural Sciences
Online “follow[s] a curriculum that meets or
exceeds the National Agriculture Education
standards,” which are aligned to the CCS.

354.

Neon Tiki Tribe

Though not every Neon Tiki Tribe resource is
aligned to the CCS, many of its “Teaching
Guides, Lesson Plans and Pre/Post Test
Materials [have been written] to fall in line with
the Common Core standards” and the provider
states that, “these standards are a positive
addition to education as they set forth goals that
bring real meaning to learning for life in every
classroom.”

355.

New Dimension Media

In 2011, Albert Nader, president of New
Dimensions Media, said, “It’s become
increasingly clear that New Dimension Media’s
alignment to the Common Core Standards is
attracting attention nationwide.”

356.

NewPath Learning

NewPath is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

357.

Newsela

Newsela is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS and advertises
its alignment.

358.

Nitty Gritty Science

“Nitty Gritty Science products are aligned to the
NGSS and are advertised as so.”

359.

Noetic Learning

360.

Noodleverse (K12)

361.

Novel Units (ECS Learning Systems)

362.

Nutrients for Life

Noodleverse is a subsidiary of K12, which is
aligned to the CCS.
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363.

Olympus Math

Olympus Math is endorsed by Bill Gates'
EdSurge website as aligned with the CCS.

364.

On Board Academics

On Board advertises its alignment with the CCS.

365.

On Core Math (Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt)

On Core Math advertises its alignment with the
CCS.

366.

One World Education

One World Education advertises its alignment
with the CCS.
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367.

On the Mark Press/S&S Learning
Materials

368.

Ooka Island

369.

Open Curriculum

370.

OpenEd

371.

Ophelia Project

According to the Ophelia Project website, “All
Ophelia Project curriculum published after 2010
is aligned to Common Core State Standards,
CDC National Health Education Standards, and
ISTE National Education Technology Standards
(where applicable). Each program manual
includes a list of applicable standards.”

372.

Oregon Scientific

Beginning in early 2016, Oregon Scientific will
create products specifically designed to align
with the NGSS.

373.

Outschool

“Outschool offers online classes by independent
teachers. ...[And] the content and format of
classes is entirely in the hands of teachers.
Outschool has no role in setting curriculum.”
Thus, though Outschool hopes to add a feature
through which “teachers [could] indicate if their
classes are aligned with any standards” in the
future, there is currently no way to confirm the
status of any Outschool course unless those
interested in the classes contact each individual
instructor to discern his/her position on the
CCS/NGSS/C3.
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374.

Paideia

Paideia was given grant money from the Gates
Foundation for the purpose of aligning.

375.

PBS KIDS

The PBS KIDS Play site advertises that its
“games...each address one skill area that aligns
with educational standards and benchmarks
from McREL.” And McREL “develop[s] and
align[s] early childhood assessments and
curricula with state standards or Common Core.”
PBS KIDS is also endorsed by Bill Gates'
EdSurge website as aligned with the CCS.

376.

PBS LearningMedia
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Open Curriculum says it is site for “teachercurated and common core standards-aligned
sets of high-quality lessons, activities, and
assessments.”
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377.

Peachpit (Pearson)

Peachpit is a Pearson product; Pearson is a
proponent of the CCS.

378.

Pearson
Pearson Digital Learning
Pearson Early Learning
Pearson Educational Measurement
Pearson Homeschool
Pearson Learning Group
Pearson NCS
Pearson School Systems
Addison Wesley
Azar Grammar
BBC Active
Celebration Press
Connections Academy
Dale Seymour Publications
Dorling Kindersley (DK)
enVisionMATH
Fact Monster
FunBrain
Globe Fearon
Information Please
Longman
Modern Curriculum Press
Peachpit
Poptropica
Prentice Hall
Scott Foresman Silver Burdett Ginn
TeacherVision
TutorVista
Virtual Nerd
We Give Books
York Notes

Though Pearson sites typically don't give explicit
statements about the CCS, a quick internet
search will reveal that Pearson is, in fact, a
significantly involved in the development of many
aspects of the CCS.

379.

PebbleGo (Capstone)

PebbleGo is a Capstone product; Capstone
advertises its alignment with the CCS.

380.

Peekapak

Peekapak advertises its alignment to the CCS.

381.

Pennington Publishing

382.

People to People Ambassadors
Program

383.

Perfection Learning
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People to People utilizes the Washington School
of World Studies to provide for the academics of
students involved in the program. And, according
to its website, “The Washington School of World
Studies’ curriculum is based on...common core
standards for social studies, leadership,
communication, and world studies.”
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384.

PhET Interactive Simulations

385.

Phoenix Learning

386.

Picture Window Books (Capstone)

Picture Window Books is an imprint of Capstone,
which advertises its alignment with the CCS.

387.

Plato Courseware (edmentum)

Plato Courseware advertises that it is aligned to
both the CCS and NGSS.

388.

Playdough to Plato

All Playdough to Plato activities include notations
showing “specific [CCS] standards met by each
product.”

389.

Playful Planet

Playful Planet has books that were originally
written to the CCS.

390.

Play.Sing.Act

Play.Sing.Act “materials are designed with the
[CCS] in mind. ...All of the materials that have
been created for it.”

391.

Poptropica (Pearson)

Poptropica is a Pearson product; Pearson is a
proponent of the CCS.

392.

PowerEd Plans

393.

PowerMyLearning

PowerMyLearning is endorsed by Bill Gates'
EdSurge website as aligned with the CCS.

394.

PowerSpeak (formerly PowerGlide)

PowerSpeak uses Middlebury Pedagogy, an
immersion philosophy that is aligned with the
CCS by virtue of its alignment with the American
Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages
(ACTFL).

395.

Prentice Hall (Pearson)

Prentice Hall is a Pearson product line; Pearson
is a proponent of the CCS.

396.

PreK12 Plaza

PreK12 Plaza advertises that “all [its] content is
aligned to state standards and the common
core.”

397.

Preschool Powol Packets

398.

Printers Row Publishing Group
(formerly Baker & Taylor)

At this point, most Printers Row books are
independent of the CCS. However, the company
does have some books under its Silver Dolphin
imprint whose content is “taken from several key
points in the Common Core State Standards.”

399.

Prodigy

Prodigy is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS and also
advertises its alignment.

400.

Professor Word

401.

Progress Academy

402.

Project Learning Tree
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RESOURCE
403.

NOTES

Prufrock Press
RESOURCE

NOTES

404.

Quantile (MetaMetrics)

Quantile is the mathematics-focused branch of
MetaMetrics, which also owns Lexile.
MetaMetrics endorses the CCS and was given
grant money from the Gates Foundation for the
purpose of aligning.

405.

Quill

Quill advertises its alignment with the CCS.

406.

Quizlet

Quizlet material is user-generated. When
utilizing content generated by others, one should
be mindful that some content is aligned with the
CCS and some is not.

RESOURCE

NOTES

407.

Razzle Dazzle Learning Company

408.

Reading Horizons

409.

Reading is Fundamental (RIF)

410.

Reading Karma

Each Reading Karma book was written “with the
Common Core State Standards in mind,” and
CCS-aligned lessons plans will will eventually be
written for each title.

411.

Reading Rainbow

Reading Rainbow includes “supplemental
materials aligned with Common Core standards.”

412.

Read Right

Read Right explicitly notes that it is funded by
Race to the Top funds.

413.

ReadTheory

ReadTheory “materials were not so much altered
as they were designed in a way that was already
CCSS-compliant.”

414.

ReadWorks

ReadWorks advertises its alignment with the
CCS.

415.

ReadWriteThink (IRA/NCTE)

416.

Ready Set STEM
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Reading Horizons says it has no interest in
aligning 100% with CCS. However, it did "[add] a
few morphology lessons to improve alignment,"
and it has created informational pieces
explaining how the program does align.

Ready Set STEM advertises that it “aligns with
many Common Core State
Standards(CCSS) and Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS) for middle and high school
students.”

417.

Reasoning Mind

Reasoning Mind is endorsed by Bill Gates'
EdSurge website as aligned with the CCS and
was given grant money from the Gates
Foundation for the purpose of aligning.

418.

Red Apple Reading

Red Apple Reading advertises that it is “aligned
to Common Core Standards.”

419.

Reflex Math

Reflex is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

420.

Remedia Publications

421.

rethink

422.

Risas y Sonrisas

Risas y Sonrisas is aligned with ACTFL, which
has chosen to incorporate the CCS for English
language arts into its foreign language instruction
practices. Risas y Sonrisas enthusiastically
embraces that ACTFL policy.

423.

Rosetta Stone

Rosetta Stone is aligned with ACTFL, which has
chosen to incorporate the CCS for English
language arts into its foreign language instruction
practices.

424.

Rosetta Stone Reading for
Homeschool
(Lexia Reading)

Lexia Reading is endorsed by Bill Gates' Ed
Surge website as aligned with the CCS and
advertises its alignment with the CCS.

RESOURCE

NOTES

425.

Saddleback Educational Publishing

426.

Sadlier-Oxford

427.

Salsa (GBP Media)

428.

S&S Learning Materials/On the Mark
Press

429.

Saylor

430.

Scholastic

Scholastic was given grant money from the
Gates Foundation for the purpose of aligning.

431.

School Specialty Publishing
(Carson-Dellosa)

School Specialty Publishing is simply in imprint of
Carson-Dellosa, which is aligned with the CCS.

432.

School Zone

433.

Science4Us

434.

Science Bits

435.

ScienceFusion
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)

ScienceFusion is aligned with the NGSS.

436.

ScienceNetLinks

ScienceNetLinks includes dozens of CCS-
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Salsa was written directly to the original version
of the CCS.

aligned lessons.
437.

ScootPad

ScootPad is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

438.

Scott Foresman (Pearson)

Scott Foresman is a Pearson product line;
Pearson is a proponent of the CCS.

439.

Scratch

440.

Secondary Solutions

441.

See Hear Do Company, The

442.

Sesame Street

443.

Sheppard Software

Sheppard Software does “not plan to change any
past materials to align with the CCS - however [it]
will consider the CCS when creating future
content” because the public schools are its
primary market. Some of the CCS-aligned
products may be labeled as such, but the
company's plans for that are now only tentative.

444.

shmoop

shmoop advertises that it has “thousands of
resources aligned to the Common Core.”

445.

Show What You Know Publishing

446.

Shurley English (public school version) The new (2013 copyright) Shurley English public
school version is aligned. However, earlier public
school editions (1997, 1998, 2007) are not
aligned and products labeled as Shurley English
Homeschooling are also not aligned.

447.

Silver Burdett Ginn (Pearson)

Silver Burdett Ginn is a Pearson product line;
Pearson is a proponent of the CCS.

448.

Simple Solutions

Simple Solutions does not specify particular
standards for its phonics and study skills
resources, and uses Ohio's New Learning
Standards for its Ohio Studies material. It offers
both CCS-aligned and non-CCS options for math
and grammar, and only CCS-aligned resources
in reading, science, and social studies.

449.

Simply Fun

450.

Singapore Math
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The author of The See Hear Do Company
materials is not revising her previously-written
books for the CCS. But when teaching her
students, she does “review [her] copy of the
[common core] standards often to be sure [she
is] meeting the objectives outlined.” And she
“[uses her] printed copy of the common core
standards and keep[s] it near [her] desk when
writing each...activity” in a new math book she is
creating.

Singapore Math has several series, all of which

are either correlated (Kindergarten , Primary ,
Secondary ) or explicitly aligned (Kindergarten )
to the CCS. Singapore Math no longer sells any
resources that are wholly independent of the
CCS.
451.

SIRS (ProQuest K-12)

SIRS is the “Common Core Approved” search
engine being promoted as the preferred
reference for use in common core compliant
schools.

452.

Skillastics

The Skillastics Fitivities program is independent
of the CCS; everything else is aligned.

453.

skilledup

skilledup courses are primarily designed for adult
learners and, thus, are not directly connected to
the CCS. However, because skilledup simply
curates courses from literally hundreds of
disparate providers, we highly recommend that
those considering a skilledup course contact the
particular course provider to ascertain its
definitive stance on the CCS. It should also be
noted a few skilledup courses – less than a
dozen – do appear to provide direct instruction in
how to implement the CCS.

454.

Skoolbo

455.

SkWids

456.

SmartTutor

457.

Snap! Learning

458.

Sneak on the Lot

Sneak on the Lot advertises that its “curriculum
aligns with the national Common Core standards
in every way.”

459.

Sofatutor.com

Sofatutor “content is [currently] aligned with the
Common Core Standards for Algebra 1 math, in
terms of what students are directed to learn to
achieve [CCS] standards, but the 'order process'
of learning on [its] platform is not directly linked
to [CCS] standards. ...Common Core Standard
Shortcuts for each video [are located] at the end
of the description text below the Video. ...
[Sofatutor plans] to produce [other CCS aligned]
content...”

460.

SoftSchools.com

461.

Sokikom

462.

Songs for Teaching

463.

Southwestern Advantage
(a.k.a. SW Advantage)
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and affiliated materials/websites
464.

Sparketh

Sparketh has “been building [its] courses for
National [Core] Art Standards,” which are an
iteration of the CCS for the arts.

465.

Spectrum (Carson-Dellosa)

Spectrum is is a Carson-Dellosa brand; CarsonDellosa is aligned with the CCS.

466.

Spelling Scholar

467.

Splash Math

468.

Square Panda

469.

SRA (Scientific Research Associates)
(McGraw-Hill)

470.

StarWalk KidsMedia

471.

Steck Vaughn
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)

Steck Vaughn is an imprint of Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt.

472.

Step Up to Writing

The current (Fourth Edition) of Step Up to Writing
advertises its alignment with the CCS.

473.

Steve Spangler Science

474.

ST Math

475.

Stock Market Game, The

476.

Stone Arch Books (Capstone)

Stone Arch Books is an imprint of Capstone,
which advertises its alignment with the CCS.

477.

StoryBots

StoryBots advertises that it is “Common Corealigned.”

478.

StrongMind (FlipSwitch)

StrongMind (FlipSwitch), which advertises its
alignment with the CCS, is not available to
individual homeschooling families. However,
arrangements can be made to use it within
homeschool associations/co-ops of 50 or more
families.

479.

Student Handouts

480.

Studies Weekly

481.

Study Dog

482.

Study Island (edmentum)

483.

Sumdog

484.

Summer Bridge (Carson-Dellosa)

485.

Super Duper Publications

486.

Superkids

487.

Sylvan Learning
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SRA is a McGraw-Hill product, which advertises
SRA's alignment with the CCS.

ST Math is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

Summer Bridge is a Carson-Dellosa brand;
Carson-Dellosa is aligned with the CCS.

RESOURCE

NOTES

488.

Tabtor

Tabtor “content is entirely based on common
core standards.”

489.

Teacher Created Materials

Teacher Created Materials advertises its
alignment with the CCS.

490.

Teacher Created Resources

Teacher Created Resources advertises its
alignment with the CCS.

491.

Teachers & Writers Collaborative

Teachers & Writers Collaborative is not changing
its existing material, but it “[continues] to build [a]
store of lesson plans and other materials to
support creative writing teaching that is aligned
with the requirements of the Common Core.”

492.

Teachers Notebook

Since more than 3,800 individual teachers and
homeschooling parents create the materials
offered on Teachers Notebook, the site offers a
mix if aligned and non-aligned material.

493.

Teachers Pay Teachers

Individual teachers create the materials offered
on Teachers Pay Teachers. Not everything on
the site is CCS-aligned, but more than 38,000
resources (of the 500,000 products offered on
the site) are labeled as such.

494.

Teacher's Pet Publications

495.

TeacherVision (Pearson)

496.

Teaching & Learning Company

497.

Teaching Heart

498.

TeachTown

TeachTown is already aligned at the kindergarten
and 1st grade levels. For 2nd and 3rd grade, the
company is in the process of developing
documents to show where it correlates with the
CCS and will then add content in order to
actually align those grade levels.

499.

TenMarks

TenMarks is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

500.

TestSMART (ECS Learning Systems)

501.

ThinkCERCA

ThinkCERCA is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

502.

Thinking Kids (Carson-Dellosa)

Thinking Kids is a Carson-Dellosa brand;
Carson-Dellosa is aligned with the CCS.

503.

Tiggly

504.

Tigtag (Carolina Science Online)
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TeacherVision is a Pearson product; Pearson is
a proponent of the CCS.

505.

Timez Attack

506.

TLSBooks.com

507.

Tobii Dynavox

508.

Top That Publishing

509.

Touch Math

510.

Trevedi Chemistry

511.

Triumph Learning

512.

TumbleBookLibrary

TumbleBookLibrary “includes FREE common
core portals: a K-5 English Common Core Portal
and a Math Common Core Portal. These portals
have resources aligned to core standards and
make integrating TumbleBooks and the Common
Core into your classrooms effortless.”

513.

TutorVista (Pearson)

TutorVista is a Pearson product; Pearson is a
proponent of the CCS.

514.

TuvaLabs

TuvaLabs is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

515.

Twig (Carolina Science Online)

516.

Tynker

517.

Type to Learn 4 (Sunburst Digital)

518.

Typing Web

Timez Attack is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

Trevedi Chemistry is “the only software [of its
kind] that is approved by the College Board.”

Tynker advertises that it offers “Common Core
aligned courses.”

RESOURCE

NOTES

519.

UltraKey

According to its distributor, Learning Services,
UltraKey (owned by Bytes of Learning) is aligned
to the CCS.

520.

U.S. Kids

As of October 2015, U.S. Kids is in the process
of altering its content to align with the CCS.

521.

Uzinggo
RESOURCE

522.

Vantage Learning

523.

Versal
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NOTES
Versal enables any interested party to create
open platform courses. Each course designer
decides whether or not to align to the
CCS/NGSS, and that position need not be
disclosed in course summary descriptions.

RESOURCE

NOTES
Course designers should be contacted
individually for clarification.

524.

Verticy Learning (Calvert Education)

525.

ViNCi

526.

Virtual Nerd (Pearson)

527.

Visible Ink Press

528.

Vmath (Voyager Sopris Learning)

Voyager Learning advertises its alignment with
the CCS.

529.

Voyager Passport (Voyager Sopris
Learning)

Voyager Learning advertises its alignment with
the CCS.

530.

Vista Higher Learning

Vista refers to the CCS-aligned approach
advocated by the American Council on the
Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL).

RESOURCE

NOTES

Verticy is a Calvert Education program, and
Calvert is explicitly aligned to the CCS.
Virtual Nerd is a Pearson entity; Pearson is a
proponent of the CCS. It also advertises its
alignment.

531.

Walch Education (Power Basics)

532.

Ward's Science

533.

WatchKnowLearn

WatchKnowLearn provides a resource – under
the Common Core and Classrooms categories
on its home page - for teachers seeking videos
to support particular aspects of the CCS. It does
say it provides non-aligned video resources
through the Directory portion of its home page,
but the content reached through the Directory
appears to be the same as that which is
accessed through the Common Core and
Classrooms categories.

534.

WebMath (Discovery Education)

WebMath is a subsidiary of Discovery Education,
which advertises its alignment with the CCS.

535.

We Give Books (Pearson)

We Give Books is a Pearson entity; Pearson is a
proponent of the CCS.

536.

Whooo's Reading (Learn2Earn)

Whooo's Reading advertises that it has “CCSSaligned comprehension questions.”

537.

Wiley (Jossey-Bass)

538.

Wilson Daily Prep

539.

Wilson Fundations

540.

Wit & Wisdom (Great Minds)
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Wit & Wisdom was created for the CCS and –

RESOURCE

NOTES
under the auspices of its parent company,
Common Core Inc. - received grant money from
the Gates Foundation for the purpose of aligning.

541.

Wizcabulary

542.

Wonderopolis

543.

Wonder Workshop

544.

Word Game Time

545.

Word Monster, The (MindConnex)

546.

Workman Publishing

547.

World Book (print and digital)

548.

Wolfram Programming Lab

549.

World and I Kids

550.

Wowzers

Wowzers is endorsed by Bill Gates' EdSurge
website as aligned with the CCS.

551.

Write Bright

The Write Bright website details its alignment to
the CCS.

552.

Write Source (Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt)

553.

WriteWell

WriteWell advertises – on its home page – that it
teaches “Common Core Essays” and “Common
Core Writing.”

554.

Wubbzy

Wubbzy was created by Cupcake Digital, which
advertises its alignment with the CCS.

RESOURCE

NOTES

555.

York Notes (Pearson)

York Notes is a Pearson subsidiary; Pearson is a
proponent of the CCS.

556.

YouCubed

YouCubed advertises its alignment with the
CCS.
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Wonder Workshop advertises that it has
“comprehensive lesson plans aligned to
Common Core and NGSS standards.”

Workman Publishing advertises that “all [its]
content aligns with national Common Core State
Standards.”
Wolfram Programming Lab's content is rather
“open source” - i.e., it is written by any of the
site's users. As such, it includes a fair amount of
material that has been written specifically to the
CCS, and Wolfram has also partnered with CK12, which is explicitly aligned to the CCS.
However, some content is independent of the
CCS, and one may access the latter without
reference to the former.

RESOURCE

NOTES

YourDictionary (LoveToKnow Corp.)

YourDictionary is “specifically paying attention to
the CCS...changes as they relate to language
arts. “...While [it has] not altered [its] material
specifically to align with CCS...[it has] found that
many changes [it has] made to [its] site content
has inadvertently supported these goals.”
Additionally, it “will be reorganizing much of [its]
content to be more in line with [CCS] grade level
expectations.”

RESOURCE

NOTES

558.

Zane Education

Zane Education advertises that “all videos
provided in [its] online educational video library
have been developed specifically to meet the
requirements of the National, State and Common
Core curriculums.”

559.

Zaner-Bloser

560.

Zome Geometry

561.

Zometool

562.

Zoo Phonics

557.
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